INTRODUCTION

The term **optical networking** has evolved to embody a broad range of technologies over the last two decades [1]. From the late 1980s to early 1990s, this terminology was synonymous with legacy time division multiplexing (TDM), synchronous optical network/synchronous digital hierarchy (SONET/SDH), and rigid transmission formats/mappings. The Internet boom of the mid-1990s saw this designation shift to dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM). This paradigm represented a fundamental advance as it opened up unused single-mode fiber (SMF) C/L band spectrum. Nevertheless, large-granularity DWDM pipes never replaced TDM in smaller metro/access markets, which instead gravitated toward agile next-generation SONET/SDH (NGS) sub-rate grooming. In all, a rich set of dynamic optical capabilities have now materialized, enabled by new optical cross-connect (OXC), reconfigurable add-drop multiplexer (ROADM), and multiservice provisioning (MSP) designs. Furthermore, hybrid systems are packaging multiples of such functionalities into a single node.

In light of the above, optical networks are evolving into a complex interconnection of circuit-switched domains and layers (or granularities), with the delineations being driven by many factors, for example, geographic, administrative, client requirements, economic cost, entrenched infrastructure, and so on [2]. Concurrently, the scale and reach of high-bandwidth applications continues to grow, mandating services delivery across heterogeneous optical domains. A fine example is the e-science community, which already uses optical networks to support multigigabit connectivity for applications such as remote steering, high energy physics, climate modeling, genetics, and so on. Commercial Ethernet private line (EPL) and virtual local area network (VLAN) services also pose similar demands. In all, these trends are driving the need for multidomain, multilayer optical control plane integration, termed *vertical-horizontal integration*; see Fig. 1.

From a standards perspective, much progress has been made in optical control via frameworks such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS), the International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication (ITU-T) automatic switched transport network (ASTN), and the Optical Internet Form (OIF) user network interface (UNI) and network-network interface (NNI) [1]. Although these standards provide varying degrees of multidomain support, related algorithm design/performance evaluations are largely missing. Instead, most work has treated single-domain renditions of ubiquitous problems such as routing and wavelength assignment (RWA), virtual topology design, survivability, grooming, and so on. Clearly, the extension of these schemes to distributed multidomain (multicarrier) settings poses many concerns. Foremost, it is not feasible for a single entity to maintain a global state due to obvious scalability and confidentiality concerns. Although proprietary solutions are being developed to integrate multivendor operational support systems (OSS), these have limited scope [2]. Therefore, interdomain interconnection continues to be performed manually, yielding high inefficiency and long lead times.
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**Figure 1.** Multidomain/multilayer optical networks.

In light of the above, comprehensive multidomain/multilayer optical standards and algorithms are required for a distributed operation with limited global visibility, namely, resource dissemination, traffic engineering (TE) path computation, and survivability. These solutions must be scalable and achieve a level of optimality, where optimality can be inferred as the TE path chosen in the idealized case of a “flat” network, that is, no partitioning with a global state [3]. Typically, these objectives can be conflicting. Currently, although multidomain data networks were well studied, optical networks pose very different resource/link constraints and have an inherent grooming aspect due to multiple granularities. This article addresses this challenging area and is organized as follows. We first present a survey of existing standards. Next, we describe related research work and highlight key open challenges. Then, a sample multidomain DWDM study is presented along with conclusions.

**MULTIDOMAIN OPTICAL NETWORKING STANDARDS**

Various optical standards were developed within the IETF, ITU-T, and OIF. In this section, we survey these efforts, with a particular focus on their multidomain capabilities; see also Table 1.

**ITU-T**

The ITU-T has been maturing its multidomain-capable ASTN framework for several years (G.8080, formerly G.asn) [1]. The reference architecture here defines a hierarchical set up of routing areas (RAs). At the lowest hierarchical level, an RA represents a domain comprised of physical nodes and links. At higher levels, an RA represents multiple “abstract” nodes and links. Note that asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is quite flexible because each lower-layer control plane can be tailored to the particular type of equipment (layer). Nevertheless, because ASTN defines only architectures, its liaison efforts with the IETF and OIF are of crucial importance.
Table 1. Multidomain optical networking standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body</th>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Routing</th>
<th>Signaling</th>
<th>TE path comp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITU-T</td>
<td>Automatically switched transport network (ASTN), formerly ASON (G.8080)</td>
<td>• G.7713.1/Y.1704: distributed call and connection management (PNNI-based)</td>
<td>• G.7713.2/Y.1704: distributed call and connection management (GMPLS RSVP-TE-based)</td>
<td>• None specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• G.7714/Y.1705: generalized automatic discovery</td>
<td>• G.7713.3/Y.1704: distributed call and connection management (GMPLS CR-LDP-based)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• G.7715/Y.1706: architecture and requirements for routing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IETF</td>
<td>Generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS)</td>
<td>• RFC 4258 (requirements for GMPLS for ASON)</td>
<td>• RFC 4208 GMPLS UNI</td>
<td>• Policy-enabled PCE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• IGP routing extensions for discovery of TE node capabilities</td>
<td>• RSVP-TE for overlay model</td>
<td>• PCE protocol (PCEP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• OSPF extensions in support of inter-AS MPLS and GMPLS</td>
<td>• Interdomain MPLS and GMPLS TE extensions for RSVP-TE</td>
<td>• Per-domain path computation for inter-domain TE LSP setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIF</td>
<td>User-network interface (UNI), network-network interface (NNI)</td>
<td>• OIF UNI 2.0</td>
<td>• OIF-E-NNI-Sig-2.0: intracarrier E-NNI signaling</td>
<td>• None specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• E-NNI OSPF-01.0</td>
<td>• OIF-UNI-01.0-R2-RSVP: RSVP extensions for UNI 1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

erability. Recently, the OIF also detailed routing and signaling functionalities for E-NNI. Specifically, a hierarchical routing setup is defined (ASTN G.8080), based upon open shortest path first traffic engineering (OSPF-TE). However, the inter-carrier case has not been fully addressed yet. Overall, UNI and NNI can automate circuit setups across multiple optical layers, both DWDM and SONET/SDH. Note that the use of link state routing in multidomain optical settings is quite germane as the number of domains will be drastically lower than the number of autonomous systems (ASs) in the wider Internet (which uses distance-vector routing).

**IETF**

Internet Protocol (IP) networks feature a mature multidomain setup comprised of a hierarchy of ASs and areas (domains). Within areas, routers run interior gateway protocols (IGPs) such as OSPF or intermediate system-to-intermediate system (IS-IS) to maintain link state databases (LSDBs) [1]. The inter-AS level uses exterior gateway protocols (EGPs), most notably distance vector border gateway protocol (BGP), for reachability exchange. However, BGP represents a very high level of state aggregation and is generally insufficient for TE circuit routing, which requires link/path state [4]. Here, instead, OSPF-TE can provide an added inter-domain routing capability. However, with growing quality of service (QoS) requirements, OSPF has defined TE extensions (OSPF-TE, RFC 2676) for new opaque link state attributes (LSAs). Namely, these entities can disseminate QoS-related state to support advanced constraint-based routing (CBR). Note that QoS destination extensions also were proposed in BGP.

In recent years, the IETF also extended control provisioning to optical domains by augmenting its MPLS suite, namely, generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [1]. For routing, this includes new OSPF-TE opaque LSA definitions for DWDM and SONET/SDH links, enabling TE databases (TEDBs) to store wavelengths/usages, timeslots/usages, shared risk link groups (SRLGs), and so on. For signaling, extended Resource Reservation Protocol with Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) now supports hard state circuit set up/takedown, recovery, and so on. A new link management protocol (LMP) also is defined for resource discovery and fault localization. Now it is important to consider the applicability of GMPLS in multidomain settings. From a routing angle, OSPF-TE can suffice as a unified inter-domain link-state solution because it supports multiple link granularities (and is also being adopted in the OIF). RSVP-TE offers many saliences for multidomain circuit signaling via its loose route (LR) feature. Namely, partial skeleton routes can be specified, and subsequent explicit route (ER) expansion can be used to resolve full label switched paths (LSPs) [1]. RSVP-TE also defines mechanisms for LSP set up across domain boundaries — contiguous, stitched, and nested [3]. Carefully note that proxy devices also can be used to incorporate proprietary domains under the GMPLS framework, for example, see the network-aware resource broker (NARB) in a DRAGON network.

Another recent IETF multidomain standard is the path computation element (PCE) framework [4], which decouples TE path computation from signaling. In this setup, a domain can have one or more logical (standalone or co-located) PCE entities that communicate with path computation clients (PCC) to resolve connection paths. All PCC-PCE communication is performed via a new PCE protocol (PCEP) [4]. Although a PCE has access to local domain resource/policy databases, its inter-domain visibility may vary [3]. In the simplest case, a PCE may have knowledge only of its domain egress, namely, local visibility (low-trust, intra-carrier). Alternatively, a PCE may have knowledge of physical inter-domain links and even resources in external domains, namely, partial visibility (high-trust, intra-carrier). Accordingly, two distributed path computation schemes
are envisioned, per-domain and PCE-based [3]. The former computes paths in a domain-domain manner and is suitable for limited visibility. Namely, PCE entities (or border nodes) iteratively compute TE paths across their domains to ingress nodes in the next domain. The latter operates with increased inter-domain visibility, and two strategies have been presented: multi-PCE path computation with/without inter-PCE signaling [4], which will be discussed later. Note that the PCE framework also allows policy control at domain boundaries — a crucial requirement in multicarrier settings, on par with TE objectives. Specifically, an ingress PCE can enforce policies to determine the requests that it will support along with applicable TE constraints/algorithms.

**Research Survey**

Despite standards progress, the overall area of multidomain (multilayer) optical networking has not seen significant research focus. Although some results can be reported, most wireline multidomain efforts have focused largely on homogeneous packet networks. To get a better sense of the key challenges herein, it is important to survey the related areas, a generic taxonomy of which is shown in Fig. 2.

**Multidomain Packet-Switching Networks**

Many multidomain studies have looked at topology abstraction schemes for multidomain routing in IP and ATM networks, for example, [5, 6]. These schemes use graph transformations to condense resource state via virtual graphs with fewer abstract vertices and edges. Typically, this is performed by a designated domain-level entity; for example, an automatically switched optical network (ASON) routing controller (RC) [1], which propagates the abstract link state to other domains to build a global aggregated graph. Earlier studies in ATM networks using peer group summarization showed very good state reduction, order magnitude in nature. Subsequent efforts extended these concepts to IP networks as well. For example, [5] applies topology abstraction in multidomain IP QoS networks using star, mesh, tree, and spanner graphs. These schemes are tested with various path computation strategies (widest-shortest, shortest-distance) and show strong improvements in routing scalability and route fluctuation reduction. Further work in [6] studied aggregation in directed graphs with delay and bandwidth metrics using information-theoretic and line segmentation techniques. Overall results here showed good gains with aggregation, that is, higher success, lower crankback, and so on.

Apart from routing, other efforts also studied signaling crankback in multidomain IP/MPLS networks. For example, recently [3] detailed a compute while switching (CWS) scheme in which per-domain computation is used to set up an initial feasible route. Although data transmission is started on this initial route, crankback is used to search for more optimal routes (requiring new RSVP-TE attributes). Results show very high setup success, on a par with global state. Others also have looked at multidomain survivability. For example, most early schemes used per-domain primary/back-up LSP routing using BGP routing tables. However, this approach is very suboptimal and can easily overload heavily-traversed interdomain links. To address these limitations, [7] develops a more advanced scheme to capture domain-level diversity. Commensurate dedicated protection schemes also are developed using Surballe’s algorithm for trap topologies. However, generated state is quadratic in nature, that is, \(O(N^2)\) for \(N\) border nodes, and must be flooded at the inter-domain level. Moreover, detailed performance results are not presented. In [8] multidomain shared-path protection is studied, namely, an aggregated graph is defined with (full-mesh) virtu-
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Multi-domain DWDM Networks

Multi-domain DWDM lightpath provisioning is an important focus area today. However, most related efforts have considered only next-hop domain routing approaches. For example, [9] details a domain-by-domain RWA scheme where gateways maintain complete alternate routes across all-optical and opto-electronic networks. Simulations show the overall effectiveness of this approach, although path dissemination is not studied. In [10], the authors study RWA for multisegmentation DWDM networks and develop three schemes, namely, end-to-end (E2E), concatenated shortest path (CSP), and hierarchical routing (HIR) are studied. Namely, the E2E scheme assumes a flat globalized graph; the HIR scheme assumes a hierarchical graph with segments summarized at nodes; and the CSP scheme simply uses local information for segment-by-segment routing. Results for a specialized mesh-torus topology show significant blocking reduction with the E2E and CSP schemes. However, no intra or inter-domain routing is performed here.

Recent proposals also extended topology abstraction to multi-domain DWDM settings, where optical links pose very different constraints from basic delay and bandwidth metrics, for example, wavelengths, timeslots, converters, SRLGs, and so on. In [11], a theoretical study of partial information models for domains with border node conversion is presented. Lightpath selection is treated as a Bayesian decision, and findings show that scalable information models (i.e., logarithmic growth per wavelengths) achieve a good trade-off with loss (Bayes error rate). However, this treatment is theoretical and focuses on bus topologies. Also, inter-domain routing and RWA are not studied. In [12], a simple-node abstraction scheme for ASON is tabled. However, signaling and wavelength conversion are not considered — the latter being a key necessity at domain boundaries performing regeneration and bit-level service level agreement (SLA) monitoring. Finally, [14] develops full mesh and star abstractions for all-optical and opto-electronic networks using modified RWA schemes. Inter-domain update strategies and distributed RWA also are designed. Overall findings show much-improved blocking performance (and lowest signaling load) with full mesh abstraction; albeit routing overheads increase with the square of border nodes, namely, $O(N^2)$ mesh.

Note that DWDM sub-path protection is also a well-studied topic and bears some relevance to multi-domain RWA. Namely, an inter-domain lightpath can be segmented ideally into protection domains and various sub-path/segment protection schemes applied therein, for example, dedicated, shared, and so on. However, most DWDM sub-path schemes are premised upon the availability of global state information and will require significant adaptations for distributed multi-domain operation.

Multi-domain Grooming

Multi-domain grooming pertains to the interconnection of networks with heterogeneous link granularities and can be considered as a subset of a multi-domain optical networking problem. This is a rather challenging topic with only a handful of studies conducted to date. For example, [13] considers multi-domain provisioning in SONET-DWDM networks and defines a segment graph model to evaluate three path selection schemes — centralized (full-knowledge), domain-by-domain (local knowledge), and hierarchical source routing (partial inter-domain knowledge). The latter propagates domain state only for specified granularities, but state aggregation is not detailed. The results show much lower blocking with increased levels of inter-domain state propagation. More recently, the authors in [15] developed a novel framework for direct Ethernet-DWDM integration using integrated multi-domain signaling to simultaneously provision lightpaths and groom sub-rate EPL circuits. However, underlying DWDM networks are assumed to static and routers perform only at the Ethernet layer. Detailed performance results with varying routing update strategies and crankback show minimal increases in set-up latencies and signaling loads.

Open Research Challenges

By and large, the study of multi-domain/multi-granularity optical networks is in its infancy. A simple solution to this problem can be to use static partitioning. For example, SONET/SDH or NGS/MSP domains can be interconnected via pre-configured multi-domain lightpaths, based upon integer linear programming (ILP) optimizations. Here a full range of existing (single-domain) algorithms can be reapplied, for example, RWA, grooming, survivability, and so on. Because these partitions are dedicated, there also are no interactions between the respective control planes, for example, separate routing, signaling instances. Although feasible, this approach is very inefficient for dynamic demands and requires constant reoptimization. Hence, it is not considered further herein and instead, more viable integrated schemes are discussed. The major functional areas here include multilayer state dissemination, TE path computation/signaling, and survivability (Table 2).

State Dissemination

Various inter-domain dissemination models are possible with the simplest performing no state exchange across boundaries, that is, local visibility [3]. In this case, a domain is simply abstracted as a simple node; see Fig. 3. However, because inter-domain TE link/path state is very beneficial for multi-domain networks, ideally partial visibility is desirable. For example, this can entail distribution of physical interdomain link state (SONET/SDH, DWDM) or aggregated domain state. The net result is a global multi-granularity network view comprising physical and abstract links, namely, aggregated or abstract
graphs [14]; see Fig. 3. Note that here inter-domain TEDBs must maintain multiple link types, for example, via different OSPF-TE opaque LSA types. Nevertheless, maintaining partial visibility presents several challenges. Foremost, it mandates the design of effective resource aggregation schemes to support TE objectives (as these directly impact the trade-off between routing scalability and blocking). A promising approach is to leverage the topology abstractions developed for IP, and more recently DWDM, networks, as shown in the aggregated graph view in Fig. 3. However, specific considerations are required for heterogeneous optical domains, particularly for multiple switching granularities. Additional efforts also must look at summarizing survivability state, such as SRLG, fiber/span protection, and so on. Finally, the aggregation of inter-domain lightpath connections also can be performed as these entities can be treated as virtual connection grooming links (i.e., hierarchical LSP) between SONET/SDH domains; see Fig. 3. Although this step can boost grooming efficiencies, very scalable algorithms are required because connection counts can grow with the square of the nodes. Note that policy constraints play a key role in determining what TE constraints and aggregation schemes are allowed across domain boundaries. Also, re-optimization (traffic re-routing) may be required to further maintain efficiency on such virtual connection links.

Finally, resource dissemination requires effective inter-domain update triggering strategies [17]. Various routing policies are available in the aggregated graph, such as timer-based, absolute change, relative change, and hysteresis-based. All of these schemes — except for the former — are threshold-based, and extensive findings show that such strategies yield the lowest routing overheads and good sensitivity [5]. Hence, physical inter-domain link state can readily be propagated accordingly. Conversely, aggregated link state propagation is more complicated as it pertains to “non-existing” computed entities. Here, using fixed intervals to compute abstractions and propagate updates can yield high messaging/compute loads (short intervals) or high inaccuracy (long intervals). Ideally, hybrid periodic/threshold-based strategies must be developed [14, 17].

### TE Path Computation and Signaling

The main objective of path computation is to set up feasible end-to-end circuit routes that meet required TE and policy objectives, preferably with some degree of global optimality. Given the distributed nature of the problem, requisite signaling — RSVP-TE and PCEP — will play a crucial role. Herein, two broad strategies are possible for optical domains, per-domain and PCE-based computation [3].

**Per-Domain Strategies** — Per-domain computation is suited for low inter-domain visibility scenarios. However, it is very difficult to select a new top domain (in pursuit of TE objectives) in a local manner. As such, the only viable option may be to choose predetermined or random egress points, yielding low resource efficiency/high blocking, particularly for multigranularity grooming. To address these limitations, crankback signaling can be used to reattempt setups at intermediate domain boundaries. The trade-off here is in terms of set-up delay and messaging. Recent findings in multidomain MPLS networks show that crankback gives significantly lower blocking when using active (failed) path state [3]. Hence, further studies can develop multilayer optical crankback schemes to incorporate wavelength selection and even virtual connection (grooming) state. Periodic/event-driven reoptimization of connections (or connections groups) also was suggested in [4]; albeit in-depth analyses are required to devise effective algorithms such as graph, theoretic, or ILP schemes. Nevertheless, reoptimization can be very costly to implement across domains, particularly if clients demand hitless switchovers.

**PCE-Based Strategies** — As mentioned earlier, two PCE strategies are possible: multi-PCE computation with or without inter-PCE signaling. The latter assumes partial visibility and requires a source PCE to compute a skeleton LR to the destination domain. In practice, this is best performed via modified graph-theoretic searches running over the aggregated network graphs. However, detailed multidomain grooming schemes are lacking. To address this gap, two-step schemes can be considered, akin to single-domain grooming. Namely, an initial LR can be searched on the aggregated graph using only links with the same granularity as the source node. Various TE objectives can be studied here, including minimum hops/cost, load balancing, and so on [5]. Pending failure at this “higher level, subsequent virtual connection lightpaths can be set up between border nodes. However, it is not clear how to identify the best border node end-points; for example, [14] uses exhaustive search. Overall, PCE-based LR schemes will be more effective than basic per-domain computation, but more studies are required to assess the impact of aggregation on global optimality.
Survivability schemes can generally be classified as either pre-configured protection or post-fault restoration. The former are best suited for stringent demands, whereas the latter are more germane for delay-tolerant traffic.

Path computation with inter-PCE signaling requires a source PCE to request other PCE entities to resolve explicit or loose source-destination routes. This approach is amenable to low trust inter-carrier settings and mimics per-domain computation (except that signaling occurs on the PCE plane). Along these lines, a specialized backward recursive PCE-based computation (BRPC) was presented for IP/MPLS PCE-networks [16], expanding strict hops backwards from the destination domain using a pre-defined virtual shortest path tree (VSPT). This set up assumes a-priori specification of end-to-end domain sequences and extensions to PCEP messaging. However, detailed analyses and/or DWDM network adaptations are lacking as of now.

Note that PCE-based computation requires follow-up RSVP-TE signaling, which in turn requires considerations for differing link types. For example, ingress border nodes must resolve LR hops (abstract links) with traversing intra-domain sequences. Metric translation at domain boundaries may be required here because domain TE objectives will vary versus global inter-domain TE objectives. Furthermore, if an ingress border node runs at a lower granularity than the incoming request, for example, SONET over DWDM, grooming will be required over existing and/or new intra-domain lightpaths, namely, hierarchical/nested LSP mapping. In this case, a wide range of existing (intra-domain) grooming schemes can be reapplied.

**Survivability**

Survivability schemes can generally be classified as either pre-configured protection or post-fault restoration. The former are best suited for stringent demands, whereas the latter are more germane for delay-tolerant traffic. In extending these paradigms to heterogeneous optical settings, a simplifying assumption can be to run only inter-domain restoration routes to the same domain sequences. Hence, intra-domain failures can be resolved using robust, these schemes are costly and resource inefficient as they relegate primary and backup routes to the same domain sequences. New protection strategies with domain diversity can be developed to improve resiliency, using either per-domain or PCE-based computation. These schemes can be further coupled with sequential or simultaneous (parallel) set-up strategies [16]. For example, sequential per-domain protection can first resolve primary paths and use the returned explicit routes to avoid overlaps on the back-up paths, for example, via the RSVP-TE explicit, record, and exclude route objects (ERO, RRO, and XRO). However, this likely will yield sub-optimal routes and higher blocking (also susceptible to “trap” topologies). To address these concerns, again, crankback and reoptimization can be performed [4]. Note that inter-carrier confidentiality can restrict the sharing of explicit routes between domains. Workarounds can include the use of path keys indexing or pre-established traversing paths [16].
In PCE-based protection computation (without inter-PCE signaling), source PCE entities must compute disjoint path pairs as per TE objectives, for example, minimizing total cost. One approach can be to compute domain-disjoint primary/back-up LR sequences over the aggregated graph. Nevertheless, this solution is quite restrictive and will yield high blocking, especially with low inter-domain connectivity. Although more advanced schemes can relax this requirement and allow domain overlaps between primary/back-up routes, ensuring intra-domain diversity becomes a concern. For the case of sequential set ups, the implications will be similar to those discussed for per-domain protection. Conversely, for simultaneous set ups, specialized aggregated graph state will be required to ensure intra-domain diversity; see [7, 8]. Note that there is also a grooming aspect to multidomain optical protection. Herein, recent studies on survivable SONET-DWDM grooming looked at protection-at-lightpath (PAL) and protection-at-connection (PAC) concepts. The overall findings here show much-improved efficiency and scalability with lower-layer PAL. However, more work is required to extend these concepts to multiple domains with abstracted diversity state.

**Restoration Schemes** — Restoration uses post-fault signaling to re-route failed circuits across multiple domains. In essence, this approach has much commonality with per-domain computation with crankback. Hence, similar strategies can be developed to couple failure/fault state with RSVP-TE XRO objects to drive circuit re-routing. Multilevel SLA support can also be considered, with higher priority connections preempting lower priority resources during restoration crankback. Nevertheless, much work remains to analyze these schemes and their trade-offs in optical settings.

**Sample Study**

Recent work on multidomain DWDM provisioning is presented in [14] and incorporates many of the key components of a multilayer solution. Foremost, hierarchical routing is performed using two-level OSPF-TE to disseminate physical inter-domain link state (simple node abstraction). Optionally, aggregated domain state also is shared between border OXC nodes via full-mesh abstraction. Specifically, novel k-shortest path RWA schemes are developed to condense wavelength/converter resources along routes between border nodes and generate abstract links. The propagated link state then is used by source PCE entities to build aggregated DWDM graphs for LR sequence computation (minimum hop or load-balancing). Then, these lightpaths are signaled and expanded using RSVP-TE with wavelength trace vectors. Because routing scalability is a major concern for full-mesh abstraction, two improved update strategies also are defined herein: maximum relative change (MRC) and most-used maximum relative change (MU-MRC) [17]. The former limits updates to abstract links experiencing maximum wavelength changes, up to $h$ updates per domain; whereas, the latter further restricts updates contingent to the actual wavelengths that change status (and not just the number, as in MRC). In other words, only those abstract links experiencing the most number of changes in the MU wavelengths are updated, that is, the top $m$ out of top $h$; see [17] for details.

The previous schemes are tested using OPNET Modeler™ for a sample nine-domain network with 19 bidirectional inter-domain links; see [14].
All connections are generated between random domains using a 70-30 percent intra/inter-domain ratio, chosen to reflect practical settings. Furthermore, OSPF-TE hold-down timers are set to 100 s and relative update thresholds to 10 percent. Each run is averaged over 200,000 connections, and mean holding times are set to 600 s (exponential). First, inter-domain RWA blocking is plotted in Fig. 4a for no conversion (all-optical), sparse conversion (border nodes only), and full conversion (all nodes) with 16 wavelengths/link. In the latter cases, opto-electronic nodes are assigned 10 converters each in a share-per-node architecture. These results clearly show that full-mesh abstraction gives excellent blocking reduction versus no abstraction (simple node); for example, full-mesh blocking is over 40 percent lower for full conversion networks at 90 Erlang. Full mesh abstraction with sparse conversion also outperforms no abstraction with full conversion. This indicates that inter-domain routing can effectively lower hardware converter counts, enabling carriers to concentrate these costly devices at domain boundaries where they are most needed for regeneration/monitoring. The fraction of signaling failures (out of total failed set ups) also are plotted in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c. Again, full-mesh abstraction yields the lowest false-start signaling rates, reducing control plane processing and signaling overheads.

Finally, the two improved update triggering policies are tested for full wavelength conversion and full-mesh abstraction. First, inter-domain blocking is plotted in Fig. 5a and indicates nearly identical performances between the regular significance change factor (SCF)-based scheme and the newer MRC and MU-MRC strategies. Next, Fig. 5b shows the inter-domain OSPF-TE routing loads (LSA/s) and confirms sizeable reductions, for example, almost 50 percent lower than SCF-based updates at light-to-moderate loads. Overall, these results confirm that improved DWDM update policies can boost inter-domain routing scalability without compromising blocking. In particular, the MU-MRC scheme gives the best performance, further indicating the efficacy of inter-domain MU state.

CONCLUSIONS

This article surveys multidomain/multilayer optical network control. First, relevant standards are reviewed and their applicability to multidomain operation discussed. Then, the existing body of research is presented and challenges are identified in the areas of state dissemination, TE path computation, and survivability. Finally, a sample multidomain DWDM study is presented, with overall findings confirming the effectiveness of scalable state aggregation and update strategies in lowering blocking.
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